AWARD INTRODUCTION
The objective of The MTN Awards for Social Change is to reward good monitoring and evaluation
(M&E) practice in the non-profit sector.
A R300 000 award will be given to one NPO in each of the following categories that demonstrate
excellence in M&E practices:

 Small NPO’s with a total annual income of less than R5 million
 Medium NPO’s with a total annual income greater than R5 million but less than R15 million
 Large NPO’s with a total annual income greater than R15 million
A further bonus award of R100 000 will be made to one NPO that provides the best information
with regards to Advanced Project Monitoring and Evaluation Practices in section 7.
All the above categories are eligible to apply for this bonus award by completing section 7 of
the entry form. Please only do so if you are able to answer the questions in full. Applicants will
not be penalised for not answering this section.
In addition to the monteary prize, all four winners will be profiled in the 25th edition of The
Trialogue Business in Society Handbook (formerly known as the CSI Handbook).
All entries will be reviewed by three judges: one from Trialogue and two independent judges.

Entries close on 31 July 2022
Please email your complete entry form to Trialogue at lerato@trialogue.co.za
For any queries regarding the awards or the submitting of an entry, please contact
Lerato Ramoba on 011 026 1308.

CRITERIA
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

The objective of this award is reward good M&E practice.
Applicants must be registered non-profit organisations (NPOs) or public benefit organisations (PBOs).
Note that corporate foundations are excluded.
Submissions must pertain to a specific project carried out by the non-profit organisation, and not to the
organisation as a whole.
A maximum of one entry can be made by each organisation. If your organisation runs multiple projects,
choose the one that you think has the best M&E practices.
As these are social awards, the project you enter must have a positive impact of people.
The project must have been running for a minimum of two years.
If you are selected as a winner, Trialogue will verify your organisation by reviewing the following
documents:
o NPO registration / constitution
o SARS ITA34
o Latest audited financial statements
If deemed necessary, a site visit to the NPO may also be conducted.
Information received in the entries will not be shared beyond Trialogue staff and the judges. However,
the award winners will be profiled in the Trialogue Business in Society Handbook 2022 edition, and as
such entrants accept that they will be profiled in the handbook.
Entries will be adjudicated based solely on the information contained in this form.
To ensure succinct responses, please use bullet points and stay within the word count limit.
Please ensure that the person completing this entry form has sufficient knowledge of both the selected
project and M&E practices in your organisation.
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ENTRY INFORMATION
The entry form begins with general details of your organisation’s M&E practices, and then asks about a
specific project – to show how such M&E projects are applied in practice.
The application is loosely based around a logic model, which maps a project’s pathways to change.
Each section of the questionnaire corresponds to a level in the logic model as demonstrated below (taken
from the W.K. Kellogg Foundation Logic Model Development Guide).

ACCEPTANCE
I have read and understand the award introduction, criteria, and entry information, and have
completed the application form honestly and to the best of my knowledge.

Full name:
Position:
Date:
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Section 1: ORGANISATION DETAILS
1.1 Please complete the following
Organisation name:
NPO/PBO registration number:
Name of person completing entry form:
Job title:
Telephone number:
Cellphone number:
Email address:
Website:
Organisation total annual income for last full financial year:
Financial year end date:

1.2 Based on your organisation's total annual income in the last full financial year, in which category
does your organisation fall? (Please tick one)
A small NPO with an organisation total annual income of less than R5 million
A medium NPO with an organisation total annual income greater than R5 million
but less than R15 million
A large NPO with an organisation total annual income greater than R15 million

Section 2: UNDERSTANDING YOUR ORGANISATION'S M&E PRACTICE
This section refers to overall M&E practices in your organisation

2.1 Does your organisation have a dedicated budget for M&E? If yes, please explain how the M&E
budget is determined? (100 words)

For example, you may have a budget for M&E in the overall organisation budget, or you may budget for it in individual
project budgets. The M&E budget may be based on a % of organisation or project costs, or based on actual costs
relating to M&E.

2.2 Does your organisation have dedicated personnel for M&E within the organisation
YES
- If yes, how many full-time equivalent (FTE) people are currently employed for M&E in your
organisation?

NO

If someone works part-time on M&E, include the proportion of a full-time person worked. For example, if one person
works half-time, fill in 0.5, if two people work a third of time each, fill in 0.67, etc.
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2.3 Does your organisation partner with any external providers for M&E?
- If yes, what is their role? (100 words)

YES

NO

2.4 How are the findings from M&E used within your organisation? (100 words)
Please provide concrete examples of the how the findings were used.

2.5 Are M&E findings shared externally? If yes, how and with whom are they shared? (100 words)
We would like to see how project/evaluation findings are being disseminated to key stakeholders and more broadly, and
the reasons for disseminating this knowledge.
Are the results shared with beneficiaries, community representatives, local government stakeholders, business, funders, or
academics? If so, how?
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2.6 Please list challenges and constraints you faced this past year when undertaking M&E
and any actions taken to adjust for these challenges (100 words)

2.7 What, if any, are your future plans for M&E in your organisation? (100 words)
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Section 3: PROJECT OVERVIEW
This section refers to ONE project run by your organisation. Please select a project which you have measured/
applied good M&E practice to.

3.1 Project name

3.2 What year did this project start?
The selected project must have been running for at least 2 years

3.3 What did you spend on this project in your last full financial year?
Rand value of the full project budget

3.4 Give a brief description of the project (150 words)
This is the project's reason for being. For example: We provide ECD for children in the iLembe district in KwaZulu-Natal.

3.5 In which sector does the project operate?
If the project operates across a few sectors, tick one sector in which it mostly operates

Social & community development

Environment

Education

Safety and security

Health

Arts and culture

Social justice and advocacy

Sport development

Entrepreneurship and small business

Housing and living conditions

Food security and agriculture

Other
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Section 4: PROJECT DESIGN
This section refers to the relevance and appropriateness of project design

4.1 What needs does this project address? How were these determined? (100 words)
For example, did you conduct a needs analysis, stakeholder interviews or other primary research?

4.2 In designing the project, did you engage with any stakeholders? If yes, who and how? (100 words)
Stakeholders can include the intended beneficiaries of the project, government, corporate partners, other NPOs or
others. For example in the teacher development space, this could include teachers, the School Governing Body, the
School Management Team, the district office and the Department of Basic Education.
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4.3 What, if any, research was used to inform the design of the project? (200 words)
We are looking for evidence-based practice in the design of your project. This could include beneficiary research, research
into what other organisations do, academic or literature research or basing your project around existing projects that
have shown clear and measurable outputs and outcomes.

4.4 What are the objectives of the project? (100 words)
What is the project aiming to do? List all objectives if multiple and be as specific as possible.
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4.5 List the main activities of this project (150 words)
These are actions and processes where the inputs are used to create outputs and outcomes. These are expressed as verbs
(e.g., train, talk, make, create, etc.). Please be specific. Some examples include:
- Conduct quarterly health screening tests for Grade 0 children across 10 schools
- Hold monthly health sessions for teachers at the same 10 schools

4.6. How do you ensure that these activities are of good quality? (100 words)
If you are providing ECD teacher training to beneficiaries, to ensure that the training is of a sufficient quality, you accredite
the training with the South African Qualifications Authority. To ensure that school meals are of sufficient quality, you align it
to the Department of Basic Education's National School Nutrition Programme.
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4.7 What external factors / risks could influence the project’s success? For each, briefly describe the
steps you have taken to mitigate or address it. (150 words)
External factors / risks are things that are outside of your direct control and that can influence the success of your project.
Some examples can include politics, adverse weather conditions, community unrest, economic structures, demographics,
changing policies, history of programme participants and so on.

4.8 Have you developed an M&E framework/ plan to guide the M&E of this project. If so, when was
this done, and what does it contain? (150 words)
Was it developed during the design phase of the project or later? Does it include a theory of change, indicator matrix,
evaluation plan etc.
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SECTION 5: PROJECT OUTPUTS
5.1 In the below table, list the project deliverables (outputs). For each output:
- Provide the output indicator used to measure the output
- State what you committed to deliver (the target). Please give the time frame to deliver on such targets (output target)
- State what you actually delivered over the target period (actual performance)
- Briefly describe the data collection methods used to collect such performance data and information (data collection methods)
- Explain any deviation or factors that enabled or prevented you from achieving your output target (notes)
Output

Outputs are the project deliverables what you envisage to achieve because of
your project's activities. They can usually
be physically counted or seen. E.g.
- ECD teachers trained
- Home language readers
delivered

Output indicator

Indicators are the criteria used to
measure if outputs have been
achieved: E.g.
- Number of teachers trained
- Number of home language
readers delivered

Output target
Time period: From
dd/mm/yy to dd/mm/yy

This the number or volume of
the output that you committed
to deliver in a stated
timeframe. E.g.
-20 (ECD teachers trained)
-2 000 (home language readers
delivered)

Actual performance
Time period: From
dd/mm/yy to dd/mm/yy

This is the actual number of
volume of the output
delivered in the stated
timeframe

Data collection methods

Data collection methods are the
ways in which data and
information on outputs are
gathered. E.g.
- Completed attendance registers
- Certificate of attendance

Notes

Notes provide detail on any deviations
from targets, as well as
- How you overcame external factors,
issues, and challenges
- How you reacted to positive and
negative deliverables
- How you adjusted your programme
considering these experiences?
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SECTION 6: PROJECT OUTCOMES
6.1 List the outcomes (results) that this project aims to deliver (150 words)
Outcomes/results should relate directly to the objectives and should be achieved if you deliver your activities as planned.
For example, if the objective of the project is to improve learning in Maths and Science, the outcomes might be:
- Ensure all Maths and Science teachers achieve or exceed a (specified) level of competency
- Increase the numbers of pupils taking Pure Maths as a subject
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6.2 In the below table, list the project outcomes. For each outcome:
- Provide the outcome indicator used to measure the outcome
- State the performance of the indicator before the implementation of project - if applicable and available (Baseline)
- State what you aimed to achieve. Please note the time period to deliver on such targets (outcome target)
- State what you actually achieved over the target period (actual performance)
- Briefly describe the data collection methods used to collect such performance data and information (data collection methods)
- Explain any deviation or factors that enabled or prevented you from achieving your outcomes (notes)
It is important to note that the indicators for outputs (section 5) and outcomes (section 6) cannot be the same. If you do not measure project outcomes, please leave the
table blank.
Outcome

Indicator

Baseline (Year)

Outcomes are the project results the change you envisage in your
target population as a result of
your project. E.g.
- Children in Grade 1 have
improved health outcomes
(MUAC Scores)
- Teachers trained have
improved knowledge and
competencies

Indicators are the criteria used
to measure observed change:
E.g.
- % of children in grade 1
with improved MUAC
Scores
- % of teachers trained
who meet the minimum
competency requirement

Baseline is the performance
on the indicator before the
project started. If no baseline
data was collected, state such.

Outcome target
Time period: From dd/mm/yy
to dd/mm/yy

This the number or volume of
the outcome that you
committed to deliver in a
stated timeframe. E.g.
- 20% (20% of children in
grade 1 have improved
malnutrition scores)
- 60% (60% of teachers trained
meet the minimum
competency requirement)

Actual performance
Time period: From dd/mm/yy
to dd/mm/yy

This is the actual outcomes
achieved by the project in the
stated timeframe

Data collection methods

Data collection methods are
the ways in which data and
information on outcomes
are gathered. We want to
see that the data collection
methods used are relevant
and appropriate to the
outputs. E.g.
- Proof of qualification
- Surveys

Notes

Notes provide detail on any
deviations from targets, as
well as
- How you overcame
external factors, issues
and challenges
- How you reacted to
positive and negative
deliverables
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Section 7: BONUS AWARD
This section refers to advanced M&E practices for this project. It only needs to be completed if you are
entering the 'bonus award'.
7.1 Have you considered ethical practices when undertaking M&E for this project? If so, what ethical
aspects do you consider and how do you address these? (200 words)

Ethics encompasses all aspects of monitoring and evaluation. We are looking to see if you have understood the
importance of ethics and taken it into consideration. Examples of considerations could be anonymity, confidentiality,
consent, psychological risks to your beneficiaries etc.

7.2 Have you developed a theory of change/programme theory/logic model for this project? Please provide
us with one A4 page (maximum) summary of this model.
This should be an explicit theory or model of how the project causes the intended or observable outcomes. It is how the
programme will be done and includes assumptions and external factors (risks) - see entry information for a diagram.
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7.3 Have you considered any 'unintended outcomes', either positive or negative that were not initially
anticipated. Explain what these were and how you have investigated and responded to such
unanticipated outcomes. (200 words) Project outcomes tend to focus on the intended consequences, but listing
unintended outcomes can be important to investigate

7.4 What are some of the longer term/systemic changes (impact) from this project that you have observed?
Explain why or how you believe this project has contributed to these wider changes (300 words).
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7.5 Can you directly attribute the wider changes (impact) you have observed to this project? If yes, what
designs/ approaches have you used to establish and demonstrate such causality? (300 words)
Causal attribution (also know as causal inference or causal contribution) is defined by OECD-DAC as: “Ascription of a causal
link between observed (or expected to be observed) changes and a specific intervention.” This is an essential aspect of an
impact evaluation. For example, if you carried out a quasi-experimental design we are interested in the way that it was
done (the method) and well as understanding any limitations to the design you chose.

7.6 How have you used the M&E results and findings from this project to improve its design and
implementation? (200 words)
How have you reacted to positive and negative outcome/results and findings? To unintended consequences? How did
you adjust your programme in light of these findings?
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